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JAPAN 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in Novem.ber 1974 

The relationship between Fukuda and the Soviets is growing 
closer day-by-day. Although even if Fukuda becam.e Prim.e 
Minister, it would not be of any great consequence. There 
m.ight be som.e twists and turns. 

One of the characteristics of Ohira is that what he says counts. 
If he carries out a certain policy, he m.ight be even m.ore firm. 
than Tanaka. 

But no m.atter who com.es to office, the Japanese and Soviets 
have a fundam.ental issue they cannot solve -- the question of 
the Northern Territories. 

China has m.any tim.e s expre ssed its wish that the US keep its 
good relations with both Europe and Japan, so that the US 
will have m.ore assurance in dealing with the polar bear. 
US relations with its allies should be on the basis of equality, 
which is the only basis for real partnership. 

China tells its Japane se friends that first they should keep good 
relations with the US, and second, with China. Chairm.an Mao 
believes HAK should stay longer in Japan. 

US Position in Novem.ber 1974 

The US is not supporting Fukuda. Ohira would be no problem.. 

We think Japan would have to be very careful to com.e closer 
to the Soviet Union. It is a very dangerous course for Japan. 

Since President Ford1s visit to Japan, US-Japanese relations 
are m.uch steadier. This is very im.portant for Japan. 
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The US has encouraged Japanl s improvement of its relations 
with China. 

We are organizing the consumers for the consumer-producer 
dialogue because it is important that Japan and Europe not 
be left in the position that they feel their future is in the hands 
of force s totally out of their control. 

The Soviets proposed to President Ford at Vladivostok to have 
consultations on Sino-Japanese relations and to prevent them 
from becoming too close. We refused this. We have told the 
Japane se about this in a general way, including the fact 
of our refusal. 
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INDOCHINA 

NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

Sihanouk and the resistance forces in Cambodia are neither 
puppets of Hanoi nor puppets of China. They are for the 
independence of their own country and nation. Why does 
the US have to get involved? Let them solve their own problem. 
Since the US had the power to decide whether to get involved, 
the US also has the power to decide not to be involved. 

For the US to place its hopes on Lon Nol or any force it 
thinks would replace Lon No1, that is not reliable. 

Whether soldiers can fight or not depends on the principle 
for which they are fighting, whether they are fighting for the 
people. America had the impression that people in Indochina 
couldn't fight. But it turned out that the people in Indochina 
fixed up the US very hard. The Cambodians can fight too. 

There is talk that the Cambodian war is being fought by the 
Vietnamese. There is not a single Vietnamese soldier fighting 
in Cambodia. 

The US relationship with Lon Nol is only four years. The US 
has worked with Sihanouk longer. 

China supports the many statements of Samdech Norodom 
Sihanouk. Regardless of his changes, he is a nationalist. 

China has no further news about American MIA, but if it does, 
it will pas s it to the USLO. 

Vietnam is to be discussed between the US, DRV, and PRG. 
The fundamental question is this: It is good that the US has 
withdrawn its forces, but the US has not really disengaged. 
The US's feet are still bogged down there. Probably all the 
current issues stem from the fact that the fundamental issue 
has not been completely resolved. 
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US Position in November 1974 

Having withdrawn from Vietnam, the US can have no interest 
in a long-term presence in Cambodia. However, as a question 
of principle, the US does not simply abandon people with whom 
we have worked. For us to do this would have a larger signifi
cance and it is not a habit we should acquire lightly. 

The issue now is to achieve a solution on the Indochina peninsula 
in which each country can realize its national aspirations -
without being dominated by one of them. This is frankly in 
China I s long -term interest. If Indochina wa s dominated from 
one center, an aggressive force, in the context of some of the 
schemes for Asian collective securitYt could cause China problems. 

Therefore we prefer a national solution for Cambodia. Sihanouk 
offers perhaps the best possibility for a national solution. But 
for Sihanouk to act effectively he must be in charge of a balance 
of forces in Cambodia, like Souvanna Phouma in Laos. If 
Sihanouk comes back as head of the insurgent forces, he will 
not last long; he will be a figurehead. In our analysis, the 
insurgents are under Hanoi I s influence. So we believe it is in 
Sihanouk I s interest to govern with some element from Phnom 
Penh -- not Lon Nol - - that he can use as a balance to help 
him preserve his position. 

The US is prepared to cooperate in a peace conference whose 
practical result will be the return of Sihanouk in a dominant position, 
the transformation of the existing structure in Phnom Penh, 
and the participation of the resistance forces. 

It is true that no Vietnamese are fighting in Cambodia, but the 
supplies come from Vietnam. 

Sihanouk is a rather changeable character, and will drive people 
crazy, but he is the biggest national figure in Cambodia, and the 
US doesn1t oppose. him. 

The US greatly appreciates the information given us on the last 
trip about US servicemen who were 10 st over China. It would 
be a great help to us and very much appreciated if any additional 
information about MIA 1s that comes available could be passed 
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to our Liaison Office. Secondly, USLO will submit any specific 
questions we have and we would be grateful for any information. 
Thirdly, we would be grateful if the remains of any of those 
who crashed over China or died in China could be returned to 
the US, if they can still be found. Finally, we have had 
great difficulty in getting any answers from North Vietnam, 
as is called for by the Paris Agreement, and any influence or 
advice China could give to Hanoi we would greatly appreciate. 

The North Vietnamese have been in total violation of the Paris 
Agreement in building up forces in the South. We hope there 
will not be a major offensive because that would produce 
serious consequences. We will certainly prevent any offensive 
on the part of the South Vietnamese. 

It is not true that the US and GVN are not abiding by the Paris 
Agreement. President Thieu has offered negotiations which would 
implement all the provisions of the Agreement. We are only 
replacing equipment that has been lost, and therefore it is easy 
for North Vietnam to control the rate of loss and our replacement. 
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SOUTH ASIA 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

Even India has not dared openly to accept the Soviet Asian 
Collective Security scheme. 

HAK's visit to India improved US-Indian relations, and China 
believes this was a good move. Because it is better to have 
the US in India than the Soviets alone. 

It will be good if the US is able to sell weapons to Pakistan. 

Indian policy in Sikkim is peculiar. They had total control over 

Sikkim and had no need to annex it. After their military 

annexation, their military position was in no way strengthened. 

They did not even increase the number of troops they had there. 


China frankly does not fear that India will attack its borders. 

India doesn't have the capability. So it is queer talk to say 

China's rea ction to Sikkim wa s due to fear of Indian "encirclement. " 

China never feels that isolation or encirclement can ever matter 


. very much. And particularly in the case of India; the most India 
"> 

can do is enter Chinese territory in Tibet, and Lhasa is of nod 

1 
 strategic importance to India. There is also no air in Lhasa! 


Nepal is probably India's next objective. They have been putting 
pressure on 	Nepal by refusing to supply oil. 

It is the dream of Nehru, inherited by his daughter, to have the~Jl1 
whole Subcontinent in their pocket. 

I· US Position in November 1974 

I 
111
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1• 

· 
HAK's trip to India was to contribute to giving India another 
opening beside total reliance on the Soviet Union. 

Iii 	 India's .intentions in Southe.ast AS.ia are heg.emonial, and Ind~~~FDJ'i0'~\ 
would hke to ~educe all.nelghbormg countrIes to the status pi:: 
of Bhutan. ThIS the US IS not prepared to accept. \"~) .;) 
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HAK's speech in India pointed out that India as the strongest 
country on the Subcontinent had a special obligation for restraint. 

The improvement of US-Indian relations will also make it easier 
to do things in Pakistan without being accused of anti-Indian 
motivation. After Bhutto's visit to Washington we will resume 
cash arms sales to Pakistan in the first half of 1975. 

The next Indian objective is Nepal. India's intention, if not to 
have the whole Subcontinent in their pocket, is to have buffer 
zones around their border. Like British policy in the 19th 
century; they always wanted Tibet demilitarized. 

An Indian attack on China would be a very serious matter that 
could not be explained in terms of local conditions, but only in 
terms of a broader objective. 

Bhutto and the Shah bothr eject the Soviet Asian Collective 
Security scheme. 

The US has had long talks with the Shah. We urged the Shah to 
establish closer relations with China. Our understanding is 
he is very prepared to do this. His trip to the USSR was not very 
reassuring to him. The Shah would be glad to visit China, but 
since the Empress has been here, he would appreciate a visit 
by a senior Chinese official so that he would have an excuse to come. 

The Shah's basic attitude with regard to Afghanistan and Pakistan 
and India is consistent with ours. 

The US is establishing co-production with Iran in various advanced 
military fields, which will put Iran in a position to be more 
immediately helpful in surrounding areas. 

Our information is that the Iraqi offensive against the Kurds is 
going very badly, partly because a great deal of equipment has 

"~"I 

been supplied recently to the Kurds by the US through Iran.~r -' 
--v / 

'Cl Our information is that Iraq is very unhappy with its Soviet ally.j 

Bhutto believes that he has substantially defeated the Baluchistan 
problem. 

It is no accident that HAK on his recent trip visited Afghanistan, 
Yugoslavia, and Romania and made statements in each about an 
independent foreign policy. 
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MIDDLE EAST 

1. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

The Middle East is the most sensitive area in the world now. 

The US should use both of its hands. Of course it is not possible 
for the US to stop aiding Israel, but once the US aids Israel it 
should use both of its hands [and aid the Arabs]. 

Chairman Mao's policy is twofold: One, China supports the 
Arabs and the Palestinians in their just struggle. Second, a 
heavy blow should be dealt to the polar bear in this area. 

China wonders if the Soviet Union hasn't gotten the upper hand 
over the US in the Middle East. The Soviets seem to be returning to 
Egypt. 

With the R us sians, their habit is wherever there is a little hole, a 
little room, they will get in. 

The weakest point of the US in the Middle East is that it supports 
Israel against the Arab world, which has a population of 120 million, 
and on this point the Soviet Union is in a better position than the US. 

The basic contradiction in the area is between Israel and the whole 
Arab world and Palestine. Because the US gives Israel so much 
economic and military aid, the Arabs, in order to resist, will look 
for aid. If the US doesn't give it, the Soviet Union will. By giving 
them aid the USSR gains politically; by selling them arms the USSR 
gains economically. And the US will get itself bogged down in the/~-~-;~-:,'. ~~-

i' ~.,I<.' ". Middle East.i,., 

-- No matter how you look at the issue in the Middle East, for the US 
to foster Israeli expansionism. in essence against 120 million 
Arabs -- from the political point of view, you are bound to be in\J' 
a weaker position. No matter out of what [domestic] reason, as 
long as the Arab countries are not able to regain their lost 
territory, the principal issue remains unsolved. There is already 
some similarity between this and the Indochina issue and the Korean 
issue too. HAK should not take this Chinese view to be ill-intentioned. 
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The Arab question is not a question that can be solved in a few 
m.onths. It will have to go on for a long period. 

It is not right to underestim.ate the strength of the Arab people. 
They m.ay not be able to win the war in a few m.onths but they are 
able to fight. Whether soldiers can fight or not depends on the 
principle for which they are fighting, whether they are fighting 
for the people. 

If the U. S. adopts an antagonistic attitude toward the Rabat Con
ference, it will not be conducive to U 0 S. relations with the Arabs. 

US Position in Novem.ber 1974 

For us the problem. of Israel has profound dom.estic consequences. 
If we do not proceed carefully we can produce a situation in the U. S. 
in which a very serious dom.estic problem. over the Middle East 
affects our overall foreign policy. And this China should keep in 
m.ind as welL 

U. S. policy is to produce progress that gradually returns Arab 
land to Arab control, but so as not to produce a paralysis of U 0 S. 
foreign policy because of the dom.estic reaction. We therefore 
have to divide the problem. into parts, each of which can be m.anaged 
dom.estically. Unless there is a fundam.ental solution, a tactical 
solution will not be perm.anent. HAK has explained what the U. S. 
strategy will be, and this strategy will lead inexorably to a radical 
solutiono The Vice Prem.ier I s experience in m.ilitary and political 
warfare teaches that if one accum.ulates enough m.inor changes, 
sooner. or later fundam.ental change becom.es perm.anent. 

The U. S. agrees that it should use both of its hands and aid both 
Israel and the Arab countries. We proposed $250 m.illion in 
econom.ic aid to Egypt, plus $150 in other kinds of assistance. 
And we arranged another $250 m.illion from. the World Bank. We 
arranged 500,000 tons of grain and m.ay give m.ore. We have 
given Syria 100,000 tons of agricultural products. 

We are using both of our hands, but in a way to m.inim.ize our 
dom.estic problem.. Because of the Presidential transition we lost 
two-to-three m.onths. 

~ECR~~/NODm/XGDS 
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-- The Arabs cannot win a war in the next five years. Historically they 
may be stronger but in the short term they are certainly not the 
stronger. Therefore any political progress has to corne through 
the U. S. There is no other way. The only interest we have is that 
it appear that our decisions are made by our own free will. If the 
U. S. is pres sed by the Arabs we will resist long enough to demon
strate that pressure cannot possibly succeed. If the U.S. is pressed 
by the Soviets, we will sim.ply do nothing and tell the Soviet Union 
to produce progress. 

- - It is extremely dangerous for the Rus sians to start a war in the 
Middle East. They will rapidly face the same dilemma they faced 
in October 1973. 

-- U. S. military intervention over oil prices is out of tIE question. In 
the case of a total embargo, that would be another matter. 

-- The U.S. is studying the question of giving arms to selected Arab 
countries. We have a massive domestic problem about giving mili
tary aid to Arab countries. What we will do is have a substantial 
assistance program to Saudi Arabia beyond the needs of Saudi Arabia. 
After the next Egyptian-Israeli agreement, we plan to permit the 
acquisition of military equipment by Egypt, and Saudi Arabia has 
already set aside $500 million for that purpose. Israel will run out 
of credits in March, and we will link new credits for Israel to the 
right to sell arms to Egypt. In the meantime we are encouraging 
the FRG to sell arms to Egypt; France needs no encouragement as 
long as cash is involved. We are also encouraging Britain to 
develop helicopter production in Egypt. 

In the negotiation, we will conduct the Egyptian-Israeli negotiation 
quietly and then surface it suddenly. We are proceeding by less 
spectacular methods than the last year. We are discussing with 
Israel a withdrawal of about 75 kilometers eastward and 150 kilo
meters to the south, to return the oil fields to Egypt and withdraw 
Israeli forces beyond the passes in the Sinai. We would plan to have 
it substantially achieved before Brezhnev's visit to Cairo, but the 
Egyptians would know that if they move too far to the Soviet Union 
they will jeopardize it. After that we will turn to Syria. 

-- Eventually, there will be a return to the Geneva Conference, but 
that will produce a certain stalemate. As long as the Arabs think 
they are making progres s outside Geneva, they will be in no hurry 
to get there. No one wants it except the Soviet Union. 
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The US is not antagonistic to the Rabat decision. It is a question 
of timing. Because the Middle East will be a long-standing problem, 
it is important to pick the right time. 

The Palestinians are an issue on which the last word has not yet 
been spoken. The US would have preferred negotiations between 
Israel and Hussein to restore the West Bank to Arab control, and 
then subsequently between Hussein and the Palestinians to settle 
the ultimate disposition. After Rabat we need a period of modera
tion and cooling off to allow both side s to adjust to the new circum
stances. It is a tragedy, because we had achieved agreement for 
a substantial part of the West Bank, with 2/3 of the population, to 
go back to Jordan under UN supervision. In a year there could 
have been discussions in the UN as to the ultimate disposition. 
From this point of view the Rabat decision was premature. 

- - It is not true that the Soviets have gotten the upper hand over the 
US in the Middle East. Egypt has to show, for domestic and inter
Arab reasons, that it also has relations with the Soviets. But the 
USSR stopped military aid and reduced economic aid to Egypt. 

By February 1975 it will be apparent that further progress is being 
made as a result of American initiatives, and we will see a repetition 
of the 1974 situation. 

The Soviet Union faces the contradiction that they can give the Arabs 
military aid but not political progress. And in country after country, 
once they give arms, they get into difficulty. 

Syria would be prepared to move away from the Soviet Union if 
Israel were prepared to make any concessions at all in the nego
tiation. 

Pre sident A sad gets arms from the USSR but he is a realist. He 
has understood that under conditions of pressure, the US diplomacy 
will not operate. He has just agreed to renew UNDOF. 

In Iraq, there is pressure from Iran, and certain strains between 
the Soviet Union and Iraq. 

-- Israel is both our weakest point in the Mideast and our strongest 
point. When all is said and done, noone else can make them move. 
The Arabs can't force them and the Soviets can't do it. Anyone who 
wants progress will have to come to us. And this even includes the 
Palestinians. 
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The Soviet approach has been to attempt to produce a comprehensive 
solution rapidly. Gromyko produces 10 principles, 20 subpoints, 20 
subparagraphs. There is only one thing wrong - - the US has to do 

all the work, and the Soviet Union will get all the advantages. That 

we are not prepared to do. 


The US will never yield to pressure in the Middle East, especially 

Soviet pressure. No diplomatic progress can be made without the 

US; therefore, everyone who wants progress will sooner or later 

have to come to the US, no matter what they say in the interval. 

Thirdly, the US is determined to bring about diplomatic progress, 

and it will succeed. 


There will be ups and downs, especially when 15 Arabs get together 

in one room, because they cannot always distinguish epic poetry and 

foreign policy. 


The US must move one step at a time. If we propose grandiose 

schemes, we will be enmeshed in an endless domestic debate. 

As long as we move a step at a time, a solution is inevitable. 

We must move fast enough so that the Soviet Union doesn't reenter. 

We believe we can solve this problem. 


We do not undere stimate the strength of the Arab people. Their 

ability to fight is a change in the situation. Therefore we believe 

it is essential for Israel to make peace • 
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EUROPE 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

CSCE represents the same Soviet tactic as the Asian Collective 
Security scheme, to divide and control the countries of the area. 

The strategic emphasis of the Soviet Union is a feint toward the 
East to attack in the West -- to attack in Europe. 

It is true that an attack in any quarter is of significance to other 
areas too. But one's strategic assessment has its practical side. 
If Western Europe does not have a strategy and make preparations, 
it will suffer. 

It is the same with Europe as with Japan: It is the Chinese wish 
that the U. S. keep its good relations with Europe and Japan. 
Because if the Soviet Union wishes to launch a world war and 
doesn't get Europe first, they won't succeed in achieving hegemony 
in other parts of the world. Because Europe is so important 
politically, economically and militarily. And now that Europe is 
facing the threat from the polar bear, if they don't unite and 
strengthen themselves, then only one or two European countries 
will not be able to deal with this threat in isolation. When the U. S. 
deals with the polar bear, the U. S. needs strong allies in Europe 
and Japan. U. S. relations with its allies should be on the basis 
of equality, which is the only basis for real partnership. 

If Europe wishes to deal with the U. S. on the basis of equality, 
they should unite and strengthen themselves. This is in the U. S. 
interest. 

It is not possible that Western Europe will separate itself from 
the U. S. 

If the left comes to power in Europe and appears on stage and 
performs, they will be teachers by negative example. For example, 
the Algerians had experience with a Communist Minister in France 
who, as Air Force Minister, sent planes to bomb the Algerian 
guerrillas. So if the Left comes to power, it is not so formidable. 
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(Chinese position in November 1974, continued) 

European leaders who have spoken with the PRC have seemed 
much more worried than Secretary Kissinger, not just about 
Soviet naval forces, but on the whole question of conventional 
forces. 

If there is a change in Yugoslvaia, and the Soviet Union incites 
pro-Soviet elements to bring in Soviet forces, what would the 
U. S. do? (Ch'iao's question) In China's opinion, not only the 
Middle East is explosive, but also the Balkan peninsula. And 
this is an old strategy of the Tsar. (Teng) 

China has no reason to be in disagreement with the U.S. 's 
support for the independent stance of Yugoslavia and Romania. 

U. S. Position in November 1974 

U. S. relations with Western Europe have substantially improved 
since 1973. Relations with France are much better, and our 
discussions of 1974 have resulted in greater cohesion of the 
Atlantic Alliance along the lines the U. S. has pointed out in 
prior discussions. 

Neither Europe nor Japan is in the forefront of the energy 
problem, even though they are the primary victims. The same 
with defense. It is a historical reality that neither of these 
societies are in a position to take a leading role for their own 
survival without strong American support. If they were to 
separate from the U. S., they would very soon become impotent 
and Finlandized. Therefore, they are not capable of being a 
second world by themselves under the present circumstances. 
It would be much more convenient for us if they could be. But 
the U. S. believes in equal partnership. 

On the energy problem, neither Europe or Japan can play the 
strategic role on which the U. S. and China agree, if at the same 
time they are demoralized by economic pressures which are 
beyond their capacity to solve. That is why the U. S. is in the 
forefront on these issues. We are organizing the consumer 
nations for the consumer-producer dialogue because it is 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 

important that Europe and Japan not be left in the position that 
they feel their future is in the hands of forces totally outside 
their control. 

The U. S. has taken the lead in organizing with Europe on the oil 
problem because if Europe continues to suffer a massive balance 
of payments drain, they will lose so much confidence that they 
will be unable to resist Soviet pressures. If they take money 
from Libya or Algeria, this will continue their political demorali
zation. The U. S. could easily have proceeded on its own, on 
economic grounds, to deal bilaterally with Saudi Arabia. 

CSCE is ridiculous. It can no longer achieve anything significant. 
History cannot be changed by sentences in a treaty. There will be 
no substantive agreement of any kind. 

CSCE should therefore be concluded. If it goes on, it will create 
an impression of success which is not warranted. It will be 
finished in early 1975. 

The U. S. delegation at CSCE is instructed to stay out of the 
technical discussions. One haa to have a German or Soviet mind 
to understand these issues. 

The U.S. will do its best to increase its preparedness in Western 
Europe. Unfortunately some of Europe's leaders are not the most 
heroic right now. The Chinese have met them, and can form their 
own opinions. 

The U. S. fully agrees on the need to keep close ties with its NATO 
allies. The U. S. agrees that European unity is in the U. S. 
interest -- unless they try to unite on the basis of hostility towards 
the U. S., because this defeats the strategy. 

The Communist parties in France and Italy are substantially 
controlled from Moscow. They are now acting very moderate and 
responsible. One of the successes of our policy is that they have 
had to show their responsibility by supporting NATO -- at least 
the Italians. This is absolutely unreliable. Nevertheless, one 
aim of the U. S. strategy has been to paralyze not only our Left 
but the European Left as well. /('t";;:~,·~-, 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 

The U. S. opposes and will resist the inclusion of the Left in 
European governments. We oppose it in Portugal because we 
don't want it to be a model for other countries. We oppose it 
in Italy and France. If the Communists carne into power in 
France or Italy it would have serious consequences, first in 
Germany. It would strengthen the Left Wing of the SPD, which 
is very much influenced by East Germany. It would have a 
serious effect on NATO. 

We agree that if the Left, in power, serves as a negative 
example for others, we should not be discouraged and it is not 
a final setback. But we must resist it. 

In MBFR, we face the irony that the best way for the U. S. to keep 
substantial troops in Europe is to agree to a very small reduction 
with the Soviet Union, because this reduces pressures from the 
internal left. There is no possibility of rapid progress in MBFR 
and no possibility of very substantial reductions. There is a slim 
chance that before Brezhnev's visit in 1975 they might agree to 
some small cut - - say 20 -25,000- - but through 1976 there will be DO 

substantial change in the military dispositions. 

In the Vladivostok agreement the U. S. paid no price of any kind, 
in any area. European fears that we will weaken our conventional 
forces as a result of Vladivostok are ridiculous. As nuclear war 
becomes more complex, we have to increase conventional forces, 
not weaken them. 

Secretary Kissinger visited Yugoslavia and talked with Tito and 
his colleagues about the precise problem Ch'iao raised -- of 
pro-Soviet elements inviting in Soviet forces. The U. S. will 
begin selling military equipment to Yugoslavia in 1975. We are 
now studying what to do in such a case. We will not let it happen 
unchallenged. It will not be like Hungary or Czechoslovakia. 
We have not yet decided on precise measures. 

If President Ford attends a CSCE Summit in 1975 -- which we never 
wanted -- he plans to stop in Bucharest and Belgrade to help make 
clear the American interest in the independence of those two countries. 

It was no accident that Secretary Kissinger, on his recent trip,visited 
Yugoslavia and Romania and Afghanistan and made statements in 
each about an independent foreign policy. 
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SOVIET UNION 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

In the international situation Mao has said repeatedly to visiting 
guests that the present world is not tranquil. Chi iao pointed 
out there is great disorder under heaven. There exists the 
danger of war. If the peoples and countries of the world are 
not prepared against this, they will suffer. 

Chinal s general view and impression is that the Soviet Union 
is making a feint in the East to attack the West -- to attack 
in Europe. Mao's discus sions on this with HAK can be 
summarized as: liThe polar bear is after you. II 

The Chinese character is to fear neither heaven rmr earth, and 
China fears neither isolation nor embargo. Nuclear weapons 
are not of any use, since to speak of nuclear weapons is to 
speak of others attacking China with nuclear weapons, and in 
this sense, China fears nothing. As Mao mentioned to the 
Danish Foreign Minister, if a war should truly come, it would 
not necessarily be a bad thing; it might not be so formidable. 
There is the possibility that bad things can turn into good things. 
Mao said there is no use to be afraid. Anyway, China is going 
to make preparations: tunnels, millet and rifles. 

With the Russians, their habit is wherever there is a little 
hole [as in the Middle East], a little room, they will get in. 

The Russian attitude seems an established policy that goes 
back to Tsarist days. It is a policy of hegemony. And it 
seems it \Wnlt be remedied, at least in the Brezhnev days. 


The differences between the Soviet Union and China are 

profound. The Soviet policy of hostility against China has 

not changed. 


Brezhnevl s Ulan Bator proposal of a nonaggression pact 

with China made no reference to the essense of the broader . FOr;'~ 


dispute. This shows that even the 1969 provisional agreement 0 ~ ..,.I ~\ 
between the Prime Ministers is gone with the wind. ;t

a: 
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(Chinese Position in Novem.ber 1974) 

Their words about im.provem.ents in relations are all em.pty. 
Tricks like m.ediation attem.pts don't change the essence. 
The m.ethods they continue to use are m.ilitary threat and 
subver sion. 

Tricks like the Asian Collective Security system.~ are really 
aim.ed not against China, but at dividing and controlling all 
the countries of Asia. It is to help Soviet forces into the 
Indian Ocean and Pacific. 

As for the Soviet threat, China doesn't pay m.uch attention, 
as it has said m.any tim.es. Thos e one m.illion troops cannot 
be of m.uch consequence. Soviet m.ilitary strength in the East 
is not just directed against China; it is also directed against 
Japan and the U. S. Seventh Fleet. To take over China would 
be im.possib1e with just one m.illion troops; it would require 
an additional m.illion troops and a willingness to fight for 20 
year s. The Chinese have no great virtue, but they do have 
patience - - also m.illet, rifles, and tunnels. 

The Soviet goal in their proposed nuclear-war treaties with 
the U. S. is clear: to use the signing of the agreem.ent to 
develop their own weapons, either to m.atch or to surpass 
the U. S. The re ason they are proposing such a new agreem.ent 
is that they have tasted a sweet taste out of such agreem.ents 
[in the 1973 Agreem.ent on Prevention of Nuclear War]. 

The second goal is to divide the U. S. from. its allies, and 
the third is to m.aintain the nuclear m.onopo1y of the two 
countries. They will use this point not only to com.pare 
them.se1ves with the U. S. but to intim.idate countries with 
only a few nuclear weapons and thus reach their aim. of hegem.ony. 

What is im.portant with the Soviet Union is not treaties -
since China too has a treaty - - but the policy - - the principles 
and the lines. Treaties are not of m.uch consequence. China 
doesn't attach m.uch significance to them.. 

~=&ECRE'i'!NODIS!XGDS 
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(Chinese Position in November 1974) 

How reliable is the Vladivostok agreem.ent? How reliable 
is the prospect of 10 years of detente and an end to com.petition 
in the nuclear field? China believes it is im.possib1e to reach 
detente, and there is no agreem.ent that can bind the hands of 
Russia. 

The next war m.ight not necessarily be a nuclear war. The 
Soviets are building their conv'entional weapons, and their 
navy, while energetically expanding their nuclear weapons. 
Conventional weapons should not be neglected. 

China is in favor of,the U. S. m.aintaining strategic superiority 
over the Soviet Union. 

If the Soviet Union should launch an attack with conventional 
weapons on not necessarily a large scale, for the U. S. to 
use nuclear weapons would be a difficult thing to m.ake up its 
m.ind about. 

U. S. Position in Novem.ber 1974 

Soviet policy is still a policy of hegem.ony. If it can't be 
rem.edied, it can be resisii.8d. 

The strategic situation is the sam.e whatever the Soviet 
strategy. If they attack in the East, it will be a threat 
to the West, and if they attack in the West it will be a 
threat to the East. The danger and the practical conse
quences are the sam.e either way. So we don't need to 
decide this question abstractly. It is not particularly 
fruitful to debate it. The principal necessity is to keep 
in m.ind Soviet overall obj ectives and the m.eans to prevent 
them. from. being realized. 

China m.ay have to fire cannons as the Vice Prem.ier says. 
We recognize the necessity, and we have our own tunnels. 
But China should consider that it does not hit its own 
fortifications. It has not so far, and we rely on China for 
this. 

~~s;seRE~fNODIS/XGDS 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974) 

We have to keep in mind a very complicated U. S. dOIlEstic 
situation. For the U. S. to take strong actions in a crisis, 
we mus t do so from a position of having demonstrated to our 
people that we have exhausted every avenue for peace. So 
we have to do a lot of shadow-boxing. China should distinguish 
between appearance and re ality. 

The U. S. will not permit a strategic gain for Soviet power, 
and we will attempt to reduce Soviet power where we can. 
Simultaneously we go through many stages which create 
either diplomatic obstacles to the extension of Soviet power, 
or which create psychologica and political obstacles against 
Soviet military action. The U. S. does not intend to create 
a condominium with the Soviet Union because the policy of 
removing all obstacles to Soviet expansion would eventually -
with certainty - - turn against the U. S. 

The Vladivostok Agreement is part of our strategy to isolate 
and paralyze our domestic left, who would undermine our 
defense program. And we can do this by pursuing policies 
which adopt some of their rhetoric. 

At Vladivostok the Soviets agreed upon equal numbers without 
counting U. S. overseas based systems, giving the U. S. a 
substantial advantage. The U. S. also has a substantial 
advantage in warheads for the entire period of the agreement. 
So Vladivostok demonstrates the Soviet Union is not as strong 
as it sometimes pretends or they would not have agreed to 
these conditions. The U. S. paid no price for the Vladivostok 
agreement, of any kind, in any area. This was evidence of 
Soviet weakness. 

It is important to be prepared for war and it is U. S. policy 
to prepare for all eventualities and not to rely on the words 
of others or their assurances for peace. We agree with 
Mao's analysis of the overall situation. 

~Tep8!X3l!:T / NODIS/ XG DS 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 

At the same time, open confrontation with the Soviet Union would 
create the domestic situation that Secretary Kissinger described. 
In addition, in each European country, the European Left would 
be able to polarize the political spectrum by labeling us as the 
source of world tensions. Our pre sent policy forces the Communist 
partie s of Italy and France to support NATO and to #ght their 
domestic battles on purely domestic issues. 

Vladivostok will hardly guarantee ten years of detente - - not for a 
minute. But if detente breaks down, or when it does, we can 
better mobilize our public opinion having made every effort for 
peace. If the USSR respects the agreement, we preserve a certain 
strategic advantage; if they violate it, we have the psychological 
and political possibility of a massive breakout ourselves, which we 
would not have otherwise, for domestic reasons. There is no 
doubt about the need for vigilance. Metternich said that in dealing 
with Napoleon, the trick is to appear a fool without being one. 
Strangely enough, domestically it is easier to get Congress to 
support levels specified in an agreement than to get the same funds 
without an agreement. 

Soviet expansion is a threat to our own long-term security, 
whether to the East or to the West, whether with nuclear or conven
tional weapons. The Soviet Navy is expanding in numbers but, from 
our analysis of their maneuvers in the Middle East war, they are 
clumsy and it would be an easy target. Their navy is absolutely no 
match for ours. In conventional ground strength, we do not under
estimate them. 

It is inevitable [and not the result of U. S. policy] that a large 
industrial power like the Soviet Union would expand its nuclear 
arsenal over the last ten years. And it is also characteristic of 
nuclear weapons that because of their destructiveness, superiority 
beyond a certain point is not as effective as with conventional 
weapons. And in numbers, diversity, accuracy and flexibility, 
U. S. nuclear weapons will be considerably superior to the Soviet 
Union's for the entire period of the Vladivostok agreement. 

The U. S. fully agrees that conventional forces must not be 
neglected, and that NATO has a real problem in this area. 

/~;L):~'T~~ 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 

The U. S. has recently increased the number of its divisions. 

It would be extremely dangerous for the Soviet Union to start a 
conventional war in Europe, because it could not win a decisive 
victory without a very large battle, and in those circumstances 
we would use nuclear weapons. 

Using nuclear weapons against a Soviet conventional attack would 
be a more difficult decision than 10-15 years ago. But it depends 
on where the attack takes place. 

U. S. strategic forces are only 35% land-based. Soviet strategic 
forces are 85% land-based, and they are making their improve
ments in their most vulnerable forces. The U. S. is making its 
improvements in the least vulnerable sectors, such as the Trident 
which will be in serial production by 1979. They are planning 
their forces for the 1970' s; we are planning for the 1980' s. 
Vladivostok makes them reduce their forces -- but we have more 
than 2400 if you count FBS. Soviet sea-based missiles are very 
poor and won'tbe MIRV'd before 1980 -- so we will be, in 
accuracy and procedures, 10-15 years ahead. And we are planning 
to put long-range missiles on our airplanes, which the Soviet Union 
cannot do because they don't have airplanes large enough. 

Brezhnev made a proposal to us and repeated it in detail at 
Vladivostok: a bilateral U. S. -Soviet treaty to defend each other or 
each other's allies against nuclear attack by any other country, or 
to observe benevolent neutrality if physical help is not possible. 
We did not accept serious discussion of this proposal. 

The Soviet motive with this proposal was, first, to undermine NATO; 
second, to force Arabs who are afraid of nuclear attack by Israel 
into an alliance relationship with the Soviet Union; and third, against 
China. Together with creating the general impression of 
condominium. 

This is far different from the 1973 Agreement on the Prevention of 
Nuclear War, because that 1973 Agreement specifically refers to 
the obligation to avoid conventional wars. The 1973 Agreement 
has been invoked only once, and by the U. S. -- in the October 
alert as a warning to the Soviet Union. This latest Brezhnev 
proposal separate s out nuclear war. 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 

In every discussion with the Soviet Union, when they make 
proposals directed against China, such as the CTB or NPT, we 
have always avoided formulations directed against third countries. 

We inform China of these Soviet overtures not because China 
should pay attention, but so that if the Soviets approach China, 
China will know what is happening. And also we have an under
standing not to do anything with the Soviet Union without informing 
China. 

~OP BEGR8'f' /NODIS/XGDS 
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U. S. -SOVIET NEGOTIATIONS: CHECKLIST 


SALT II 

SALT I: SCC 

TTB/PNE 


MBFR 


Nuclear Suppliers Conference 


Grain/Oil purchases 


Trade Agreement 

CSCE Follow-up and Monitoring 

Middle East "Consultations" 

Technical and Cultural Exchanges 

~ETlNODIS/XGDS 

DIClJ111.. 
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Comm.ents 

Resumed July 2 in Geneva. Issues 
(Backfire, cruise m.issiles, heavy 
missiles/ silo dimensions). 

Geneva session peg an Sept. 22 on 
ABM replacement issues and 
implementation of 1974 ABM 
Protocol. 

Fourth round began Sept. 5 in 
Moscow. 

Resumed Sept. 26 in Vienna. Allied 
nuclear package (Option III)? 

Fourth meeting tentatively set for 
November in London. 

Agreements virtually completed. 

Consultations with Congress to 
revive it. 

USG and NATO governments will 
monitor Soviet performance. 

Annual meetingswill betaking plac e 
under the bilateral agreements 
(Agric. Oct. 15-17 in Moscow; 
Health & Medical Science, Oct. 20-24 
in Wash; Environment, Oct. 28-31 in 
Wash. ; Atomic energy, Nov. 17-22 
approx. , in U. S. ; Cultural exchanges, 
energy & space at various times in 
next two months. ) 

NSCI:W, "-.STATE DP.PT. GUtDEt.mes". ~ ... ~ fij;§/", 
BY .HAM DATI! "l;t/o , 
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TAIWAN /NORMALIZATION 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

China agrees that Sino- U. S. relations are proceeding in the direction 
laid down by the Shanghai Communique. Both sides agree that the 
progre s s of our relations has been normal. 

But it is only natural that there be speculation and talk and some 
cannon firing when the U. S. sends an Ambassador to Taiwan and 
they increase the number of their consulates in the United States. 

The Chinese position on normalization is to do it the Japan way. 
The UoS. ideas cannot be considered as in accord with the Japan 
model. They are actually a variation of one-China-one-Taiwan. 

- - A s Mao and Chou have said, China would like normalization to corne 
more quickly. But secondly, China is not so much in a hurry. That 
is, if we are able to reach a point acceptable to both sides in a rela
tively quicker period of time, China would welcome it. But Mao has 
also told Secretary Kissinger that China pays special attention to 
international is sues. 

There are three principles which China cannot barter away: 

China insists on the Shanghai Communique and refuses any method 
which will lead to "two Chinas, " or "one-China-one-Taiwan, " or 
"one-and-a-half-Chinas, II or any variation of these. The Chinese 
cannot accept the idea of setting up an Embas sy in Peking and a 
liaison office in Taiwan. If the U. S. just reverses the position 
of liais on office s, people will corne to the conclusion that it is 
actually a variation of one-China-one-Taiwan. 

Mao made it clear that the solution of the Taiwan question is an 
internal issue of the Chinese people. After the U.S. abolishes the 
defense treaty with Chiang Kai-shek, the Taiwan problem should 
be left for the Chinese people themselves to solve. If we are to 
achieve normalization and abide by the course set in the Shanghai 
Communique, then the U. S. treaty with Taiwan must be done away 
with. 

SE;GREJIf' /NODIS/XGDS 
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(Chinese Position in November 1974, continued) 

China does not admit that there can be another country involved 
in the Taiwan solution. Any kind of reviewing or guarantee or 
any kind of involvement in the process, China will not accept. 
Whether China uses peaceful methods or nonpeaceful methods 
should be left for the Chinese people to decide. 

For the establishment of diplomatic relations China has expressed 
it clearly: severing diplomatic relations with Taiwan, withdrawal 
of troops, and abolishing the treaty. 

China cannot undertake any commitments or make any promises 
with regard to its internal affairs, like when and how it will do or 
establish things that pertain to its own affairs. 

It appears that time is not yet ripe to solve this question, because 
it would not be possible for China to accept the U.S. formula. 

It looks as if the U. S. still needs Taiwan. If so, China can wait 
until the time is more ripe for solution. This in no way means 
China does not want to solve this as early as possible. It does not 
mean that from a moral and political viewpoint China has no right 
to demand or ask for an early solution. There is a Chinese saying 
that it is for the one who has tied the knot to unfasten it. But China 
can wait, say, for a few years. 

Whether the U. S. cuts down its forces [on Taiwan] by a little bit or 
increases them by a bit, or if when the U.S. does it, it raises them 
by a bit - - that isn't important. And since the U. S. already sent 
an Ambassador there, whether or not it is necessary to lower the 
seniority is not a very important issue either. So if the solution 
is not to be brisk, what is the reason to drag the Taiwan issue along 
like Vietnam or Cambodia into such an untidy mess? A so-called 
transitional period is too complicated. So we can wait until time is 
ripe and then solve the problem in one gulp, like with Japan. 

The reason why the problem can't be solved as China visualizes it 
should is that on the U.S. side the U. S. has difficulties. It is not 
that China does not wish to solve it. Actually the Taiwan lobby is 
much stronger in Japan than in the U. S. But still, if the U. S. has 
dome stic difficultie s, China can wait. 

,,'''''"":~- ~. 
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U. S. Position in November 1974 

We are prepared to discuss this seriously and in an attempt to 
meet the time limit we previously discussed in Secretary 
Kissinger's past meetings with Premier Chou En-lai. 

To complete the process of normalization there are several 
parts: (1) The diplomatic status of Taiwan, and the diplomatic 
relations between the U. S. and PRC; (2) U. S. military forces 
on Taiwan; and (3) the U. S. defense commitment to Taiwan. 

The U. S. situation is different from that of any other country 
which has normalized relations with the PRC because of the 
formal defense relationship and the rather substantial pro-Taiwan 
group in the U. S. By proceeding step-by-step we have been able 
to neutralize the pro-Taiwan element in the U. S. But we must 
prevent, in our co:m:rn.on interest, Sino-American relations from 
becoming a contentious issue. It is not in our interest to have 
emerge a Senatorial group which does to Sino-American relations 
what Jackson has attempted to do to Soviet-American relations. 

The U. S. does not need Taiwan. The problem we have is the 
impact internationally of a sudden total reversal of an American 
position on other friendly countries, and even perhaps on countries 
that are not friendly to either of us. 

The U. S. can accept the basic principle of the Japan way, but the 
U. S. has a number of special circumstances which the Japanese 
do not have. At various stages of our relationship we have both 
found means, which were consistent with China's principles, which 
also took into account our necessities. It is perhaps not proper to 
ask China to make a specific proposal on an issue of such profound 
principle to China. Within the framework of the Japane se model, 
the two sides should have a frank talk of some of our necessities 
consistent with Chinese principles and then find some way to reach 
the goal. After this we can put forward specific proposals. 

On the issue of diplomatic status, the U. S. is prepared to solve this 
substantially on the Japanese model, with the variation that it would 
be easiest for the U. S. to maintain a liaison office in Taiwan and 
an Embassy in Peking. 

~EGRET/NODffi/XGDS 
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(v. S. Position in Novem.ber 1974, continued) 

Over the next 18 m.onths the V. S. will bring about a reduction in 
the size and status, or at least seniority:~of its dip1om.atic repre
sentation on Taiwan. The m.ilitary and dip1om.atic reductions are 
independent of whatever we agree on the three points. These are 
unilateral steps. 

A s for V. S. troops on Taiwan, the V. S. has reduced its force s 
from. over 10,000 to about 3,200. We are prepared to rem.ove all 
troops from. Taiwan. The V. S. would like to agree with China 
on a tirn.etab1e to reduce the V.S. forces by half by Swnm.er 1976, 
with the rern.ainder to be rem.oved by the end of 1977. This would 
not be announced until the end of 1975, even if we agree to it in 
Novem.ber 1974. The V. S. will give the precise figures to PRCLO 
before the end of the year. 

As for the V. S. defense relationship with Taiwan, the V. S. has not 
com.e up with a good answer. It is absurd to m.aintain a defense 
relationship with part of a country. And we have no interest in a 
strategic base in Taiwan after we have recognized Peking. But we 
need a form.u1a that enables us to say that, at least for som.e period 
of tim.e, there are assurance s of peaceful reintegration which can 
be reviewed after som.e interval in order to avoid these difficulties. 
We want to avoid a situation where the V. S. signs a docum.ent which 
leads to a m.ilitary solution shortly after norm.a1ization. But we do 
not want a corn.rn.itrn.ent which m.aintains the separation. The political 
and psychological effect of breaking relations is that the defense 
relationship will be eroded by the act of recognition. But we need a 
transition period for our public opinion in which this process can be 
accom.plished without an excessive dom.estic strain. If we agree on 
the principles, we can then see what form.u1a can be worked out. 

Theoretically, China could m.ake a general statem.ent of its unilateral 
intentions. Not to the V. S., but just as a general statem.ent. 

To us the question of the defense corn.rn.itm.ent is prim.arily a question 
of how it can be pre sented politically. It is not a que stion of m.ain
taining it for an indefinite period of tim.e. 

After norm.alization, any attribute s of sovereignty in the relationship 
between Taiwan and the V. S. have to be e1irn.inated. We do not want 

"",,"~-;~'T' 

to participate in the process of reintegration, or in the prOC:~~>.dfJ-.<'~:;.> 
realization of reintegration. !.;- '01 
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(U. S. Position in November 1974, continued) 
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There are two basic choices: We can continue to gradually 
withdraw our forces from Taiwan - - which will continue, in 
any event - - and increase our relationship with you and wait for 
the opportune time to complete the process with one decision. 
Or, we can complete the political part of our relationship 
quickly and make it clear we are solving the is sue s of sovereignty 
at once, and find a formula in which the symbolic thought of Mao is 
expressed. An effort of peaceful reintegration over a reasonable 
period of time. Chiarman Mao said China could wait 100 years -
though we realize this figure was only symbolic. 

China says the precondition for normalization is for the U. S. to 
break diplomatic relations with Taiwan. That the U. S. is prepared 
to do, and we believe we can find a mutually satisfactory formula 
for this. But we also infer from Mao's statement that he believes 
diplomatic relations could be established and after that there might 
be a time interval until the real integration is complete -- in his 
perspective of history. The question is how to express that in 
practical terms. 

The U. S. feels the Vice Premier's three principles for normalization 
are not insurmountable obstacles. The U. S. does have one problem, 
which is that the U. S. does not ask to be a guaranteeing power but 
does prefer the reintegration to be peaceful. 

The U. S. will study China's views carefully. We will think about 
specific proposals with respect to the three points and submit them 
for Chinese consideration. The three principles are accepted. 
In all of them, the only practical problem we have is how to 
implement them. 
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TRADE AND EXCHANGES 

I. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in November 1974 

People are saying in the world that now relations between the 
US and China are chilling a bit. This is HAK's seventh visit and 
the third exchange of views this year. So this opinion circulating 
in some place s cannot be taken as accurate. 

China agrees that our relations are proceeding in the direction 
laid down by the Shanghai Communique. Both sides agree that 
the progress of our relations has been normal. 

In the claims/assets discussions of Lin and Habib, Habib 
placed great emphasis on matters of US law. How can US 
laws govern China? That is not logical. But this is an issue 
of which 100 years lack of a solution will not be of great 
consequence. 

China understands that the various views of members of Congres
sional delegations represent their own opinions, not those of the 
US government. China won't sign any agreements with them! 

It seems HAK is very concerned about cannon fire and their 
frequency and accuracy. Cannons must be fired; it cannot afford 
to cease. There might be a nece ssity to study whether the cannon 
fire is reasonable, and China raises this point to HAK's attention. 
That is, on many issues now, the US is in the forefront - on 
energy, food, Cyprus, the Middle East and on many important 
is sue s. 

In order to show that our relations are not cooling, China wishes 
to extend a formal invi tation to Defense Secretary Schlesinger. 
This would be a good answer to all these opinions which are going 
around in the world. China wishes the US to continue to consider 
this invitation. 
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us Position in November 1974 

Our relations are proceeding in the direction laid down in the 
Shanghai communique. There is no change on our side. 

Such is sue s as bilateral exchange s and cultural agreements 
are essentially a symbolic aspect of our political relations, and 
we will deal with them in this context. Frankly, the US is indif
ferent whether there is a million dollars more or les s in settling 
blocked accounts, or whether one group more or less goes back and 
forth. We should use the se as a symbol of our overall relationship. 
When China wants to settle the claims/assets problem, let us know, 
and we will find a way of settling them. 

We believe that conditions are favorable to show some advance in 
our relationship. We think this would be a fulfillment of the 
principles of the Shanghai Communique. We think it is desirable 
in terms of the overall international situation, so that there is no 
misunderstanding about the evolution of our relationship in the eyes 
of other countries. 

The US understands the principal Chinese concern over claims/assets 
and will see whether Washington lawyers can come up with a definition 
compatible with Chinese principles. The US accepts the principle 
that American law does not apply to China. 

For us this issue is a political and symbolic matter. So we do not 
want an acrimonious negotiation. 

We are prepared. On the other hand, we won't press China. So 
China should let us know at what speed it is prepared to proceed 
on these technical bilateral issues. The advantage of discussing 
them on HAK's trip is that HAK and the Foreign Minister can cut 
through the complexities somewhat more rapidly. 

Regarding exchanges and CODELS: The US suggests changing the 
pattern so every year is not like the last, and so as not to expose our 
relationship to unnecessary domestic speculation over whether 
progress has been made. So if our experts could find some slight 
variation in the pattern, that could be quite helpful. 
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The US would like to increase the Liaison Office by a few 
spaces, so we could transfer some of our functions from 
Hong Kong to Peking. 

The problem with a visit of Defense Secretary Schlesinger to 
Peking is that the Soviets have repeatedly sought an exchange of 
visits by Defense Ministers and also meetings of military com
manders in Europe. We have turned these down. If we begin 
using our SecDef for diplomatic travels, he will begin going to 
places that are not desirable o 

But we would welcome invitations to any other Cabinet members, 
and of course we welcome an invitation to the President. 

Perhaps after President Ford visits China we can arrange a visit 
by the Secretary of Defense. If we can both determine the right 
moment to do it, we will certainly do it. 
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ENERGY AND FOOD 

1. NOVEMBER 1974 TALKS 

Chinese Position in Novembe r 1974 

The US and China don't have very much common language when it 
comes to the questions of agriculture and energy. These pro
b~ems do not exist for China in that sense. But we can exchange
Views. 

In China's view the recent recession and inflation crisis in 
the West and Japan is not due to the recent oil price rise. 
There already existed a serious problem of inflation before; 
grain and many industrial products had already gone up many 

.c'I times. The oil-producing countries had suffered very great 
~ losses from this. Oil prices have only been rising for one year. 
~ 
~. Actually now the oil price is declining. On this, China agrees
0"

? 
 with its many Third World or oil-producing friends. 

.. 


':. 
China only knew about the oil price rise after it happened.
ci 
China didn't encourage it or participate in planning it.~ 

\...- '1\ 

It is indeed true that the oil price rise intensified the inflation 

11 
 and economic difficulties of the consuming countries.
1 
f" 


As for the Arabs finding oil as a weapon for their struggle, 

China supports that•
it•1 There are two solutions to the energy problem: the method of 
dialogue and the method of confrontation. The US has adoptedl!I:s1 the method of confrontation. China reads stories about 
psychological warfare, covert activity, and even military 
intervention [as in Newsweek]. This will not be conducive 
to a solution but will only sharpen the contradictions between 
consumer and producer. 

China tells its friends coming from Europe that it favors 
dialogue. 

China does not believe it can give the US good suggestions on 
this question. China cannot be considered one ,of the producing 
countries, because the oil it produces is very little and just 
enough for its own consumption. And China cannot be considered 
a consumer country. And even if China speaks on the issue, the 

oil producers may not listen. 
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(Chinese Position in November 1974) 

Nor does China have anything to say on the food issue. 

The basic question is to encourage countries to produce 
enough grain for themselves. For countries not to produce 
enough and to look to the US is not the right solution. 

US Position in November 1974 

The US cannot be indifferent to cannon fired at us on the energy 
issue. The US and China should seek to avoid unnecessary 
confrontations. Because the US has to solve the energy problem-
not for ourselves, but because if it continues in its present form 
it will lead to the political disintegration of Western Europe. 
This cannot be a matter of indifference to the PRe. We could 
solve it for ourselves relatively easily. And it has nothing 
to do with the Third World versus the industrialized world. 
It should not be approached from a strictly theoretical point 
of view. 

The US approach to solving the energy problem is stated in HAK' s 
Chicago speech. It is not confrontation. 

For example, HAK is totally opposed to criticism of the Shah, 
because the Shah is the critical element of the strategy we have 
discussed. 

As for China's support of the oil weapon, the US realizes that 
China has to follow its principles. But at some point a con
tradiction develops between all-out support for this and the 
necessity of achieving a common front against the threats to 
international security. It is up to China to decide where this 
point is reached. But if objectively Europe am Japan are 
reduced to a sense of impotence, this is something to which 
one cannot be indifferent from the point of view of international 
security. 

Press stories about psychological warfare, covert action 
and military intervention to solve the oil crisis are all nonsense. 
Military intervention on the question of oil prices is out of the 
question. In case of a total embargo, that would be another ..-":

./ !, 

matter. But we are not making any threats. /< ',I"~ ' 
I.:j 
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We believe in consumer-producer dialogue. But leaders who 
have been on the Long March will not believe that conversation 
in the abstract can solve problems. Therefore before we 
talk to the producers, it is important for the consumers to 
know what they want and to adopt a comparable position. So 
we are attempting to organize the consumers precisely so 
we can have a dialogue in which they can speak with a common 
voice. But our basic approach Will be conciliatory, and we 
will agree to the French proposal provided there is prior 
consultation among consumers. 

The US is in the forefront on energy because neither Europe 
nor Japan can play the strategic role on which'the US and 
China agree if they are demoralized by economic pressures 
which are beyond their capacity to solve. 

Japan and Europe should not be left in the position that they 
feel their future is in the hands of forces totally out of their 
control. 

The US doesn't ask China to say anything on energy. There may 
be an occasion when visitors come, but the US is not asking. 

Food is not an issue between the US and China. The US agrees 
with China that the basic question is to encourage countries 
to produce enough grain for themselves. The US alone 
cannot close the food deficit, but we are prepared to help with 
te chnical as si stance. 
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